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Several Hindutva supporters, BJP members, Far RW propaganda websites and a

few prominent handles (Journalists, Singers etc) were supporting this hate monger

Mahant Yati Narasimhanand Saraswati. Let me share a few things he said about,

The Missile Man of India, Dr. Abdul Kalam. ■

This hate Monger claims, Dr. Abdul Kalam had a huge role in making Atom bomb for Pakistan.

He claims, The person who you (Hindus) chose as your role model, He (Dr, Abdul Kalam) was one of the biggest Jihadi

India has ever produced. One of the biggest...
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He further vomits, 'When Abdul Kalam visited USA, He was stripped naked. When Dr. Manmohan & Sonia G Objected, USA

sent 124 files & said, He might be a Scientist to U, but according to our files, He is a terrorist, guardian of Pakistan & Father

of Pakistan's Atom bomb'

He says, 'Anyone can recite a few slokhs of Gita & fool u.. Not once did Abdul Kalam miss Namaz. Yes, He was a

vegetarian, But if he hadn't been a Vegitarian, How would've he got a Padam bhushan or Bharat Ratna. How would have he

fooled you & made a Atom bomb for Pakistan..."



He further vomits the old conspiracy "Go check with DRDO & ISRO scientists, when Abdul Ksalam was heading the defence

department, Several Hindu scientists were killed under him, There were no cases against anyone, there was no enquiry bla

bla"

I've seen several RW guys giving examples like, "We don't hate all Muslims you see, We respect Nationalist & Patriotic 

Muslims. Look we love Dr. Kalam Sir" 

Now that these hatemongers have started targetting even Dr. Abdul Kalam.



How do we get our 'Good Muslim' certificate? ■■
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